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No.55/ Invitinq Quotation /30/2022-23lDM Date: 09.01.2022

NOTICE INVITING QUOTATIONS

The National Institute of Technology Karnataka, Surathkal (in short - NITK, Surathkalor lnstitute) is

an autonomous Institute of the Govt. of India [under the Ministry of Education] imparting technical and

science education. The lnstitute intends to "Replacement of current transformers of MESCOM energy

metering unit in 33KV Substation", in NITK. In this connection, sealed quotations are invited by the

undersigned subject to the terms and conditions enumerated here under from the agencies So as to reach

this offi[e on or before 17-01-2023 by 10:00 AM. The quotations shall be opened on the same day if

oossible.

Terms and conditions:

1. The sealed quotations duly super scribed on the envelop as quotation for "Replacement of current
transformers of MESCOM energy metering unit" and addressed to as "The Superintending Engineer,

Nf TK, Surathkal, Post Srinivasnagar, Mangalu ru - 575025" be sent so as to reach this office on or before

the due date mentioned.
2. The GST registration number and the PAN number of the bidder shall be mentioned in th$quotation.

The quotation without this information will not be accepted. The rate quoted shall be valid for 90 days for

its acceptance.
3. Quotation may be dropped in the Tender Box kept in the office or may be sent by posU courier. lt is the

responsibility of the bidder to make sure that the quotation is delivered in time. The quotations received

after the due date will not be enlertained.
4. No advance payment will be made. The payment shall be made on after successful completion of work.

No interest will be paid for delayed payments if any.

5. The rate ouoted should be firm. no claim for enhancement of rate is admissible after opening of the

Quotations.
The bidders should quote rates in the above format with necessary documents.
The undersigned reserve the right of rejecting all the quotations without assigning a

Superintending

o.

e- NITK Surathkal- Superintending Engineer

Work Establishment Section
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1 Replacement of current transformers of MESCOM
energy metering unit, in NITK
With the following Specification:
Supplying, erection, wiring, commissioning and
testing 3 nos of outdoor type current transformers
with 0.2 accuracy class including mar shelling box,
terminal connectors etc. complete.
Rating:35/1-1A
Vollage:33KV
Class:0.2S
ISF:<=5
Burden:7.5VA, STC:200 times of primary current.
Make:Kalpa/Equivalent..(Approved by MESCOM

Only)
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